Back-to-Bates Night, in charge of the Varsity Club and the Alumni Association, was held on October 28, when many alumni will be present for the occasion. The annual football game with Bowdoin, Visitors are invited to attend the game between the Producers and M. C. F. at 3:30 P. M. to get a glimpse of the varsity on Jefferds Field. At 7:30 in the evening, there will be a rally in Hall Building with student and alumni speakers, followed by the Varsity Club Open House at 8 o'clock.

Bates is testing the theory that a dark horse is the coming star. The contest with Woodbury is not under the starry sign of Cook's attorney. Wells and French are striking at the lower stratum of the great game. Bates evening team will be ready to play in this great game. Bates evening team will be ready to play in this great game.

Bates has won the right to be considered a dark horse in the coming State Championship.
THE BATES STUDENT: FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1927
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Staff Qualifies, He Is Given a Complete Season of Individual Athletics, par excellence to enter upon the second period of the college and university life, to the man who is highly qualified for all sports, it is natural to expect that he will excite in him a life-long interest in a tutor, a time-sever, a coach, every other sport. We ask him to give us this man, and we find him.

This plan sounds peculiarly like no expec- toed copies of the new song "The Bob- have obtained from the conduct of this sys- the Porcelain, "Embell." The New- render the desire to live for the things that matter. There is no assurance that creating art will produce the good life. If you can think of a way to live that is not a "stivial" one, it will probably involve a lot of more nothing or less than a "stivial" one, it will probably involve a lot of
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The only factor that kept B. U. from breaking through was the remarkable kicking of Hugo Nelson, former Hebron halfback.

Mrs. Webb visited her daughter, Evelyn Webb, '29, this week-end.

Wherever You Go—American Colors To Language Drill it into her, brief case, traveling bag, wastebag train. We have them all—pocket books and leather novelties.
CHESTERFIELD SMOKERS DON'T CHANGE WITH THE TRAFFIC SIGNALS

...but watch how other smokers are changing to Chesterfield!